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Abstract—Attribution of attention from observable body pos-
ture is plausible, providing additional information for affective
computing applications. We previously reported a promissory
69.72± 10.50 (µ±σ) of F-measure to use posture as a proxy for
attributed attentional state with implications for affective comput-
ing applications. Here, we aim at improving that classification rate
by reweighting votes of raters giving higher confidence to those
raters that are representative of the raters population. An increase
to 75.35 ± 11.66 in F-measure was achieved. The improvement
in predictive power by the classifier is welcomed and its impact
is still being assessed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Attribution of cognitive state from observable body posture,
and specifically attention is plausible [1], thus providing an
additional communication channel for affective computing
applications. The use of cognitive and emotional state in-
formation can improve human computer interaction (HCI)
adapting a system to the users needs and requirements at
any moment. This work builds on previous work by [10]
where the focus was to classify on one of these mind states;
attributed attention, using crowd-evaluated images as a ground
truth. The previous report reached 87.59 ± 6.59 (µ ± σ) of
accuracy and 69.72 ± 10.50 of F-measure suggesting that
posture may be a feasible proxy for attributed attention. In
this work we attempted to boost the previous results by ranking
the evaluators based on their votes accuracy compared to the
results of a previous classification. We hypothesize that ranking
the raters according to their general performance, i.e. being
representative of the raters population, a more representative
classification model might be achieved. We are unaware of
this strategy having been used before in crowd sourcing built
ground truth.

II. RELATED WORK

Posture analysis for usage in human computer interaction
(HCI) using different sensing methods have been proven to
work in the attribution of affective state. Sensing can be
achieved by ad-hoc designed sensing devices, e.g. a pressure
sensing chairs [6], [7], or generic inputs e.g. video [8] or
Kinect [9], [10]. The number of cognitive and affective states
being inferred from observable posture continues to increase
[9], [10]: frustration, involvement, endurability, engagement
or attention. This list grows when some specific aspect of

posture is isolated. For instance Rivas et al [11] have attempted
to decode tiredness, tension, pain and satisfaction from arm
movement and gripping force. Research in psychology is also
presenting cues that can guide the kind of features present in
the normal communication processes [1].

III. PREVIOUS WORK: CLASSIFICATION OF
POSTURE-BASED ATTRIBUTED ATTENTION

Details of the experiment have already been published
elsewhere [10]. We only briefly describe the main aspects here.

A synthetic 3D model of a seated person with 6 discrete
degrees of freedom (2 for head, 1 for torso, 1 for each arm and
1 for the shoulders) described table I was built and rendered
in all 216 possible postures. This model was presented to
a group of 4 youngsters that acted out these postures (648
images) while image and skeletal data was captured using a
Kinect positioned in front of them, the combination of postural
features presented where encoded in the image name. Care was
taken to ensure posture was the construct being assessed e.g.
face was hidden, background was neutral, etc. These pictures
where uploaded to a website shown in figure 1 that allowed
volunteer raters to vote the posture as attentive/not-attentive in
a crowd-sourcing manner. After a two month period the 4959
votes where gathered for processing. The tabulated data from
this exercise are shown in Figure 2 showing an unbalance in
the classes.

TABLE I. DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF THE 3D SYNTHETIC MODEL.

Acronym Description Levels

Tor Torso inclination in degrees 0: sitting straight
30: tilted forward

Sho Shoulder inclination in degrees
-10: hunched back
0: normal straight
10: driven forth

Rar Right arm tilt in degrees 0: Aligned to the vertical axis
45: bent upward

Lar Left arm tilt in degrees 0: Aligned to the vertical axis
45: bent upward

HeH Horizontal head tilt in degrees
-30: tilted left
0: straight
30: tilted right

HeV Vertical head tilt in degrees
-30: tilted left
0: straight
30: tilted right

First, images were sorted based on vote difference (=
Attention−NoAttention), interpreted as a metric of certainty
in class assignment, in Table II column 1 shows the voting
difference of the images, column 2 the total number of images
presenting this difference, and columns 3-4 the number of
images labeled Attention - NoAttention based on this differ-
ence. Postures ambiguously evaluated i.e. with similar number
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of crowd-evaluation website. (sub1Tor-0-Sho-0-Rar-0-Lar-
0-HeH-30-HeV-0)

Fig. 2. Distribution of the voting according to class labeling confidence.
Reproduced from [10].

of Attention/NoAttention labels, were discarded for training;
and only those postures with a clear agreement among raters
(vote difference ≥ 6) were selected, leaving a subset of 270
images, 55 labeled as Attention and 215 as NoAttention. These
where used for training.

TABLE II. SAMPLES SORTED BY VOTE DIFFERENCE.

Vote difference Number of images Attention NoAttention
13 1 0 1
12 9 2 7
11 11 3 8
10 17 1 16
9 31 5 26
8 52 11 41
7 69 10 59
6 80 23 57
5 100 27 73
4 87 24 63
3 66 21 45
2 54 21 33
1 53 27 26
0 18 0 0

Totals 648 175 473

A Naı̈ve Bayes [3] with structural improvement classifier
model was learned from the labeled posture dataset using
the encoded postural labels as features and a majority voting
scheme for labeling. The structure learning algorithm proposed
in [12] [4] is used to decide whether a structure learning
algorithm could improve the accuracy. The best model was

TABLE III. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED RESULTS FROM TEST SET AT [10].
RESULTS ARE INDICATED AS MEAN ±STD.

Set Naı̈ve Bayes only Structurally improved NB.
Accuracy 84.53 ± 2.48 87.59 ± 6.59
Sensitivity (Recall) 50.63 ± 20.32 56.37 ± 22.32
Specificity 93.19 ± 2.71 95.87 ± 3.70
Precision 65.93 ± 4.79 80.46 ± 15.43
F-Measure 60.45 ± 7.90 69.72 ± 10.50

chosen to be enhanced with structural improvement. Classical
2 × 5 k-fold cross validation mechanism [2] was used for
internal validity.

A. Summary of previous results

The best Naı̈ve Bayes model (with structural improve-
ment) reached a maximum classification accuracy of 96.29%
(mean±std: 87.59± 6.59) and F-measure reached 82.35 (µ±
σ = 69.72 ± 10.50). Table III summarized these results of
the structurally enhanced Naı̈ve Bayes which are the starting
position for the classification presented here.

IV. METHODS: IMPROVING CLASSIFICATION BASED ON
VOTER RANKING

One of the observations we made in the previous work was
that the results might have been affected by a strong unbalance
in the class representation [10] where had been asymmetrically
assigned. Here, to alleviate the unbalanced classification of the
crowd-evaluation, a ranking system was proposed. This method
ranks the voters according to their accuracy compared with
the results of a classification exercise not using this ranking
system. First the samples with vote difference> 6 are classified
using a structurally improved Naı̈ve Bayes classifier based on
the feature set encoded in the image name and synthetically
relabeled using the the classification results for the new labels,
these synthetic labels where then used to rank voters based on
their voting accuracy using Eq. 1:

voter rank =
votes equal to classifier

total votes from voter
. (1)

The samples where then reassigned to the class determined
by the higher ranked voters, assuming these are representative
of the raters population. A new set of labels was constructed as
summarized in Table IV. These newly ranked samples where
used to train a completely new structurally improved Naı̈ve
Bayes classifier using samples with vote difference> 7. Finally,
internal validity was again established using a 2×5 cross-fold
mechanism.

Apart of helping in balancing the classes, the proposed
ranking system filters noise, produced by outliers in the voting
process. As any noise filter there is always a possibility of over-
filtering eliminating any benefit from using crowd-evaluation
to build a ground-truth.

V. RESULTS

The final classification using the retrained model achieved
an average accuracy of 87.80 ± 6.56 and a F-measure of
75.35±11.66, and reaching a peak 98% classification, as sum-
marized in Table V. Accuracy was only marginally improved,
but overall classification benefited from higher sensitivity. A



TABLE IV. SAMPLES SORTED AFTER VOTER RANKING AND LABEL
REASSIGNMENT.

Vote difference Number of images Attention NoAttention
12 1 0 1
11 7 2 5
10 10 1 9
9 31 5 26
8 36 5 31
7 76 9 67
6 95 23 72
5 103 26 77
4 94 19 75
3 75 29 46
2 59 27 32
1 45 21 24
0 16 0 0

Totals 648 167 481

Mann-Whitney U test (significance level set at α = 5%) was
applied to the F-measure results, and the difference was found
to be non-significant (p = 0.06).

TABLE V. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (MEAN ±STD) ON TEST SET
FOLLOWING CLASS REASSIGNMENT BASED ON RANKED VOTERS.

Set Naı̈ve Bayes Only Structurally improved NB.
Accuracy 85.03 ± 3.35 87.80 ± 6.56
Sensitivity (Recall) 51.76 ± 22.33 73.69 ± 15.13
Specificity 92.96 ± 4.17 92.99 ± 5.40
Precision 65.00 ± 6.40 80.43 ± 12.33
F-Measure 58.40 ± 14.81 75.35 ± 11.66

VI. CONCLUSION

An overall 6 point increase was observed in F-measure with
the proposed strategy. This increment in the classifier overall
performance suggests; (i) that our hypothesis that higher
classification rates can be achieved by reweighting votes based
on voter representativeness of the raters’ population is feasible,
and (ii) that class unbalanced was indeed strongly affecting our
results. These are however not definitive conclusions; statistics
failed to found significant differences, by reassigning class
labels we may be affecting data topology (i.e. new results are
not necessarily consequence of our hypothesis being correct),
and voters bias may actually be favoring model overfitting.
Nevertheless, the proposed strategy is, on an initial evaluation,
a promissory solution for improving predictive power of the
model.

One of the benefits of improving classification of attention
in HCI is in the area of automatic tutoring where an automatic
adjustment to the affective state of the student has shown an
increase in the learning rate. Other areas that can directly
benefit from affective state inference are psychological and
medical monitoring and diagnosis of different disorders related
to stress. On the other hand using posture as a proxy of
affective state is useful in the sense that posture can be
monitored in a non-intrusive manner using cameras and other
similar sensors.
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